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Introduct

This
review
begins
with a surmnary of the
disproof
of the membrane-pump
theory
and the alternative
theory
of the living
cell,
the associa tion-induct
io n (AI) hypothesis.
Being alive
in the AI hypothesis
represents
the maintenance
of a high (n egative)
energy-low
entropy
state
in
which the two major components
K+ and water
of
the living
cell
are closely
associated
with the
third
major
component
of the living
cells,
proteins.
K+ is adsorbed
singly
on 13- and Ycarboxy l groups
and the bulk of cell
water
in
mul tilayers
on the exposed
NHCO g r o up s of fully
exte nded polypeptide
chains
of cell
prot eins .
These
adsorptions
account
for both the co nstancy
of cell
K+ and cell
water
per unit
of cell
proteins . ATP plays
a key role
in the maintenance
of the cooperatively
linked
protein-ion-wat
er
assem bly at the livin g state
by its
adsorption
on key protein
site
and exercises
the controlling
influence
throu gh its strong
inductive
effects
.
Water polarized
in multilayers
demonstrates
size-dependent
exclusion
of solutes,
e.g ., large
(hydrated)
Na+ is excluded
from water
in living
ce lls
or model systems
while
smaller
urea
that
fits
into
the dynamic
water
structure
is not ex clu ded.
The confirmation
of the polarized
multilayer
theory
of cell
water
by nuclear
magnetic
resonance
(NMR), dielectric,
neutron
scatt e ring,
and other
studies
n o t only reverses
the conventional
belief
of the existence
of the cell
water
as normal
liquid
water;
it also
gives
a new
definition
to colloids.
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It is universally
acknowledged
that
the
basic unit
of all life
is the living
cell.
It is
also widely
known that
though
varying
from one
cel l type to another,
the chemical
composition
of each typ e of adult
living
cells
is by and
large
quite
constant''
. The three
most abundant
components
of the living
matter
are:
water,
proteins,
and solutes
of which K+ (and Na+) are
the most prominent.
The relative
abundance
is
fixed
for each cell
type at a defined
age and
environment,
containing
primarily
water
but also
an
abundance
of K+ and little
Na+.
This fixity
of the quantitative
relationship among these
three
components
of the living
matter
in fact
comprises
the constancy'"
of three
relationships:
(1) that
between
the two largest
components,
protein
and water;
(2) that
between
K+ (N a+) and water;
and (3) that
between
K+ ( and
Na+) and proteins
.
Until
the early
and middle
60 's, primary
interests
of cell
physiologists
had cen tered
around
attempts
to explain
one of the three
relationships:
that
between
cell
K+-Na+ and cell
water.
The most dominant
and for some time outwardly
successful
efforts
were under
the banner
of the membrane
theory.
It argued
first
that
the membrane covering
the cell
is ~ermeable
only
to water
but impermeable
to both K and Na+ or
only to Na+.
The availability
of radioactive
tracers
in the late
30's
soon dispro ve d these
earlier
concepts:
the cell
membrane
is in fact
quite
permeable
to both K+, Na+, and just
about
all solutes
inside
and outsi d e living
cel l s
(Ling,
1984).
The Membrane-pump
Theory
It was at about
this
time that Schoenheimer
demonstrat
ed the continuous
fl ux of even the
atoms makin g up the solid
parts
of the living
cells,
givi n g rise
to the poetic
concept
of the
living
cell
as a sort
of 'flame'
- wherein
a
steadiness
in shape belies
an unresting
comi n g

solute,
theory,
living
state,
multilayer,
association-inducproteins,
living
cells.
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-!cfhis II constancy"
is not absolute
but is that
accepted
in compiling
a handbook,
for example,
providing
data
like
the water
content
of tissue
X
& the K content
of tissue
Y (see Spector
(1956)).
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and going of its constituent
parts
(Schoenheimer,
1942).
In harmony with this
notion,
an ancient
idea regained
increasing
popularity,
i.e.,
the
concept
of membrane pumps which traces
its fundamental
conceptual
origin
to Theodor
Schwann
(1810-1882),
the fo u nder of the cell
theory
(see
Ling,
1988).
For example,
hypothetical
pumps
located
in the cell
membrane maintain
a high concentration
of K+ in the cell
by continually
extruding
Na+ that
would have displaced
the cell
K+.
It was also
about
this
time that
the concept
of the high energy
phosphate
bond was introduced.
Thus two of the terminal
phosphate
bonds of
adenosinetriphosphate
(ATP) as well as the phosphate
bond of some other
organic
phosphate
like
creatine
phosphate
(CrP) were thought
to contain
a large
package
of free
energy
utilizable
in the
performance
of a lar ge variety
of biological
work.
The Na pump concept
was further
elaborated
when it was discov e r e d that
the membrane s of various cel ls contain
an enzyme ~hich
hy1rolyzes
ATP in the presence
of both K and Na
(Skou,
1960).
The activity
of this K, Na activated
ATPase was shown to exhibit
a similar
sensitivity
to the inhibitory
effect
of the cardiac
g lyco+
side,
ouabain,
as the outward
flux
rate
of Na
from cells
does (Bantin g , 1970).
It was therefore
suggested
that
this K+-Na+ activated
ATPase
was in fact
either
the entirety
or an important
component
of the Na pump.
A vast amount of
effort
has been and still
is being
invested
in
the development
of this
theory,
even thou g h
mounting
evidence
indicates
that
the basic
i de a
may be unten a ble.
In the early
50 ' s , I di scove red that
frog
muscle
could maintain
i ts normal K+ and Na+ con cent ration
for many hours,
l ong after
i ts respiration
was inhibited
by nitro ge n and cya nide
and glycolysis
by Na iodoacetate
in addition
to
cooling
to 0° C, which should
itself
s low down
o utward
pumping o f Na+ more than its
inward

leakage
(Ling,
1952).
Furthermore
the outward
flux
rate
of the poisoned
muscle
- which in terms
of the membrane-pump
theory
must be virtually
all
due to pumping
- was unchanged
in the chilled
and poisoned
muscles
(Lin g , 1952).
The essence
of these
findings
was later
confirmed
by Keynes
and Maisel
(1954)
and by Conway et al.
(1961).
This
is where these
two groups'
work on this
subject
ended .
I thought
at that
time (Ling,
1952) that
even though
all active
metabolism
in these
poisoned muscles
had been brought
to a halt,
the
cell
might
still
have enough energy
to operate
the Na pump since
muscle
tissues
all contain
high
concentrations
of both ATP and CrP.
With this
in
mind, I first
made sure
that
besides
respiration,
glycolysis,
and the store
of ATP and CrP,
the
cell
had no,as
yet,undiscovered
new sources
of
energy.
Having
satisfied
myself
on this
account
(see Ling,
1962; Lin g et al.,
1973) I spent
a
good part
of the three
years
1953 to 1956 in
studying
the phenomenon.
Results
of the last
three
sets
of experiments
presented
in 1962
are reproduced
in Table
1, which represents
a
balance
sheet
between
the maximally
available
energy
- mostly
in the form of de c rease
of the
concentration
of ATP and CrP during
a period
of
time when Na+ was (supposedly)
being pumped at a
rate
carefully
measured
- and the minimally
needed
energy
to pump these
many moles of Na+
agains t an essentially
normal
(measured)
outside
positive-electrical
potential
(i.e.,
the restin
g
potential)
and an outside
high Na+-con cen tration
gradient.
The results
showed that
if the cell
utilizes
energy
for one and only one effort
alone
(i.e.,
to pump Na+),
the minimally
needed
ene r gy is from 15 to 30 times
the maximally
available
energy.
In the 25 years
following,
my findings
and
conc lusion s have not been challenged
in print;
their
essence
has been twice
confirmed
(Jones,
1965; Minkoff
and Damadian,
1973).
Three
remedial
postulations
to keep down the energy
need

Table
Energy

Date

Duration
(hr)

Balance

Sheet

Rate of Na+
exchange
integrated
average
(moles/kg
12er hr)

for

'lt +

the

EN)F
i ntegrated
average
(mV)

l

Na + Pump

in Frog

Minimum rate
of energy
required
for
Na+ pump
(cal/kg
per hr)

Sartorius

Muscles

Maximum rate
of
energy
delivery
( ca 1/kg per hr)

( 0o

C )a,b

[Mini=•
,equi,ed]
ener!D'.
Maximum available
ener~y

9-12-56

10

0.138

111

353

11.57
(highest
22.19)
value,

3060 %

9-20-56

4

0.121

123

343

22.25
(highest
value, 33. 71)

1542%

9-26-56

4.5

0.131

122

368

20.47
value

1800%

(highest
26.10)

aThe minimum rate
of energy
delivery
required
to operate
a Na+ pump according
to the membrane - pump
theory
was calculated
from intigrated
values
of the measured
rates
of Na+ exchange
and the energy
needed
to pump each mole of Na ion out against
the measured
electrical
and concentration
gradients.
The maximum energy
delivery
rate
was calculated
from the measured
hydrolysis
of CrP, ATP, and ADP,
the only effective
energy
sources
available
to the muscles,
which had been poisoned
with IAA and
bni trogen.
From Ling (1962).
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mole,
as one time believed
to be, but only -4.7
Kcal/mole.
These
findings
preceded
and are of
co urse
i n full
harmony with George
and Rutman's
conclusions.
By taking
these
facts
into account,
one may
say that
even the 15 to 30 times
figure
represents
a g ros s underestimation
of the energy
disparity.
(For still
more evidence
against
the
same theory,
see Ling,
1984).
Along with these
developments,
the technology
of preserving
cells
at very low temperature
improved,
culminating
in the successful
rearing
of a human baby from a human embryo
once frozen
at near absolute
zero temperature.
Since
at such a low temperature
all chemical
reactions
come to a halt,
life,
if it were truly
flame-like,
would have irrevocably
come to an
end.
The fact
that
life
did not come to an end
but continued,
adds still
more evidence
that
the
continuation
of life
does not necessarily
depend on pumping or other
ceaseless
chemical
ac ti vi ties.

have all
been experimentally
disproven.
They are
Ussing's
exchange
diffusion,
sequestration
of Na+
in the sarcoplasmic
reticulum,
and Glynn's
nonenergy
consuming
pump (see Ling et al.
1979; Ling,
1988).
However,
even thi s g reat
disparity
is not
the end but on ly the beginning
of the energy
problem facing
the membrane-pump
theory.
The Na pump is only one of the untold
number of pumps needed
at the plasma membrane beca use virtually
every
sol uble component
of the
cell
and its environment
requires
pumps, and
there
are also other
sol utes
- which the cell
co uld not have been exposed
to in its evolutionary history
for which the cell
can maintain
nonequilibri
um di stribu
tions
and which thus also
req uire
pumps.
The Na pump and the many other
pumps also
need to be postulated
(and some were)
at the s urface of subcellular
particles,
which due to their
much larger
surface
area require
correspo
nd ingly
more energy.
Thus the surface
of liver
mitoc hondria
is 20 X that of the liver
cell 's plasma
membrane
(Lehnin ger,
1964);
the s urf ace of the
sarcoplasmic
reticulum
has been estimated
at 50 X
t hat of the muscle
plasma membrane
(Pea chey,
1965) .
Finally,
I want to return
to the energy
deficiency
for the Na+ pump figure
of 15 to 30
times
as the energy
being
required
to pump Na+
in poisoned
frog muscle
at 0° C.
Virtually
all
of the energy
available
(e.g.,
98 %, see Lin g,
1962, p. 202) was calculated
from the decrease
of ATP and CrP concentration
durin g the period
of
time of continual
Na pumpin g, and the assumption
that ATP and ADP contain,respectively,
two or one
high ene r gy phosphate
bonds,
each containing
-14
Kcal/mole
of utili
zab le free
energy,
and the as sum ption
that
each CrP contains
-12 Kcal/mole
of
simi lar utilizable
energy.
Are these
assumptions
sti ll valid?
The answer
is No!
In their
definitive
review
on the subject
of
11
High Energy Phosphate
Bond Concept",
Geor ge and
Rutman (1960)
clearly
demonstrated
that
She
widely
accepted
standard
free
energy
(6F ) of
-14 Kcal/mole
of the two ATP phosphate
bonds was
not standard
free
energy
at all!
All standard
free
energy
should
be determined
under
the condition where each reactant
must be at standard
condition
(i. e ., 1 M).
Since
1-1+ is given off dur ing
ATP hydrolysis
and thus also
a reactant,
to de0
termine
the true 6F , the 1-1+ concentration
sho uld
also
be 1 Mand
the pl-I of the medium sho uld be 0.
In the actual
study,
a pH of 7 was maintained.
As a result,
the free
energy
change
observed
is
largely
driven
by the Le Chatelier
principle
to
liberate
more H+.
Indeed
George
and Rutman
showe d that
most of the -14 Kcal/mole
measured
is
due to this
component
described
as
r/J RT ~ [H+ ],
where Rand
Tare
the gas content
and absolute
tempe rature,
[H+] is the 1-1+ concentration
of the
medium,
and r/J, a constant,
varies
from Oto
1 as
the pH increases
from 5 to 9.
The energy
compo nent of the phosphate
bond of ATP is in fact
lower
than that
of AMP conventionally
regarded
as
11
low energy".
It may be mentioned
that
the work
of Podolsky
and Morales
(1956),
using
highly
sophisticated
calorimetric
method,
showed that
the
entha lpy of ATP hydrolysis
is not the -12 Kcal/

The Association-Induction
(AI) Hypothesis
In 1962, a new concept
of life
was introduced,
defined
not by ceaseless
chemical
activities
like
that
of a flame but by the maintenance of the livin g matter
in a high (ne gative)'"
state
ca ll e d the living
state.
Functional
activities
are transient
reversible
assumptions
of a
lower (n egative)
energy
state;
death,
a permanent,
irreversible
one.
Simple Models
of the High Energy'''
States
When the moon and s un are properly
ali g ned, one
observes
high tides.
The higher
level
of water
reached
at the beach can be dammed up and with
the aid of a turbine
one can transform
the potential
energy
of the water
into work.
Here it is
the gravitational
field
that
has created
the
high energy
state .
A randomly
strewn
pile
of ir on filings
is
not affected
by a chain
of soft
nails
loosely
tethered
end to end.
However,
if one pole of a
strong
magnet
is brought
into contact
with the
end of one of the terminal
nails,
the nail
will
be magnetized,
which will
in turn magnetize
the
nail
next to it and the process
contin ues until
the loosely
joined
chain
becomes more rigidly
attached
together
(Fi gure 1).
In the process,
the iron filings
will
no longer
remain
randomly
distributed
but become magnetized
themselves
and
in so doing assume more organized
patterns
of
distribution.
Here the high energy
and closely
associated
state
of the assembly
of nail
and
iron filings
is created
by magnetic
polarization
emanat ing from the strong
magnet.
The High Energy Livin~
State •. According
t·o
the association-inductionAI)
hypothesis,
a
theory
of the living
cell
I first
introduced
in
1962,
the major components
of the living
cell
'"Here and elsewhere,
high energy
means hi gh negative
energy;
low energy
means low negative
energy.
This definition
is chosen
in order
to
avoid misunderstanding
which might also
occur
in
the analogous
case of describing
a couple
deeply
in love as demonstrating
a minimal
attraction.
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The Living
Cell
as a Complex System of
Closely
Associated
Living
Matter
Existing
at a
High Energy
Living
State.
As mentioned
above,
a
living
cell
of a specific
type maintains
a con stant
quantitative
relationship
among all
its
components,
most prominently
displayed
among the
three
largest
components:
water,
proteins,
and
K+.
The membrane-pump
theory
has been primarily
concerned
with the question
how K+ (and Na+) con centration
are kept constant
in cell
water;
it
has
never
seriously
dealt
with the constancy
of
the
protein
-w ater
relationship.
According
to the AI hypothesis,
the rule
of
constant
proportionality
among the cell ' s constituents
is the natural
consequence
of their
mutual
interaction
that
led,
for example,
to the accumulation
of both water
and K+ in the cell
and the
effective
exclusion
of other
components
found a bundantly
in the cell's
environment,
such as Na+.
The constancy
of the ratio
of the cell
protein
and cell
K+ in the living
state
arises
from
a constant
share
of the total
S- and Y-carboxyl
groups
(carried
on aspartic
and glutamic
acid
residues)
of the cell's
proteins
in a specific
electronic
configuration,
defined
by the relatively
low electron
density
measurable
as low
pK value
or low c-value
with high preference
for
K+aadsorption
(for
details,
see Ling,
1984, p .
155-163)
and by the constancy
o f the effective
concentrations
of competing
ions for the same Sand Y- carboxyl
groups
(e.g.,
Na+, fixed
cations).
The constancy
of the ratio
of cell
proteins,
cell
water,
and Na+ is partly
due to t~e ina~ility of Na+ to compete
successfully
against
K
for the S- and Y-carboxyl
groups
and partly
due
to the low solubility
of Na+ (Cl-)
in water
existing
in the state
of polarized
multilayers
as
the entire
cell
water
content
does.
The constancy
of the ratio
of cell
protein
and cell
water
in the living
state
arises
from
the existence
of a constant
proportion
of the
cell
proteins
assuming
such a conformation
(the
11 fully
extended
conformation",
see below for details)
that
has a strong
tendency
to adsorb
in
multilayers
all
the cell
water
(and more,
if circumstances
had allowed).
The equilibrium
water
content
(per unit
of
cell
protein)
is thus determined
by the equilibrium be tween the tendency
of the II fully
ex tended II ce 11 proteins
to polarize
and to adsorb
in multilayers
still
more water
and the restraining forces
of (1) 11 salt
linkages"
formed between some fixed
anions
( e.g . , S- and Y-carboxyl
groups)
and fixed
cations
(e.g.,
~-amino
groups
carried
on lysine
side
chains)
among different
proteins
(Ling,
1962, p. 244; Ling and Peterson,
1977);
and ( 2) the opposite
tendency
to lose water in consequence
of the lower osmotic
activities
created
by the lower equilibration
concen tration
of Na+ ions in the cell
water
(due to its
low sol ub ility)
than that
in the external
medium
(Lin g, 1980; Ling and Ochsenfeld,
1987) .
In summary,
in a living
cell
maintained
at
its high energy
resting
living
state
the constancy
of cell
water
contents
arise
from their
multilayer
adsorption
of all
the cell
water
on a

~

Fig.
1.
A chain
of soft
iron nails
joined
end to
end with pieces
of string
is randomly
arrayed
and
does not interact
with the surrounding
iron filings . The approach
of a magnet causes
propagated
alignment
of the nails
and interactions
with the
iron filing.
[From Ling (1969),
by permission
of
International
Review of Cytology.]
include
proteins,
water,
and K+.
Like the nailchains
and iron filings
they may also exist
in
two (or more) discrete
states.
One state
is a
high energy
state
in which all
these
components
are closely
associated
and together
maintained
at
a high energy,
called
the living
state.
In the
alternative
death
state,
these
cell
components
become disassociated
and assurrea
high entropy,
and low energy.
Here the equivalent
of the properly
aligned
sun and moon, or the big magnet,
is
a biologically
controlling
agent
of fundamental
importance,
the ultimate
product
of all energy
metabolism:
ATP.
Not as the source
of a package
of utilizable
energy
as once widely
believed,
but
as an agent
with great
power electrically
to polarize,
to assemble,
and to raise
to a high energylow entropy
state
the collection
of proteinswater-ions
which make up the living
matter.
This
theory
of a key role
of ATP in the maintenance
of
the living
state
is based on the unequivocal
facts
that
(i)
though
devoid
of a packa g e of energy in its phosphate
bonds,
it demonstrates
strong
power to polarize
and interact
with specific controlling
sites,
called
the cardinal
sites
of key cell
proteins,
as evidenced
by, for example,
its
-14 Kcal/mole
of binding
energy
onto
myosin (Wolcott
and Boyer,
1974; Goody et al.
1977) - which strangely
enough is in numerical
value
exactly
equal
to the erroneously
determined
free energy
of hydrolysis
of the two ATP phosphate
bonds - and (ii)
by the one striking
feature of the unique
component
of all
living
matter - the partially
resonating
and thus highly
polarizable
polypeptide
chain
of the proteins,
which is eminently
suited
to serve
the role
of
the tethered
chains
of soft
nails
which propagate
the polarization
and in so d oing,interact
with
the water molecules
and ions just
as the nails
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Multilayer
Adsorption
of Cell Water.
In
1965, I presented
the polarized
multilayer
theory of cell
water
as a subsidiary
of, and hence
completing
th e basic
structure
of the AI hypothesis
(Ling,
1965; 1972; 1984).
In this
theory,
proteins
can affect
the property
of water
profoundly
and in large
quantity
11
only when they exist
in the II fully
extended
conformation
with the backbone
NHCO groups
directly
exposed
to the bulk phase water.
The
alternatingly
positive
(P) NH sites
and negative
(N) CO sites
of a matrix
of proteins
chains
with
the NHCO directly
exposed
constitute
an NP-NP-NP
system.
The bulk phase water
in such a system
is
polarized
in multilayers
by these N and P
sites.
Two points
must be made very clear
in order
to avoid misleading
impression.
Firstly,
the
II structure"
dynamic
of water
is much less
defined
and weaker
than the static
structure
of ice
or other
crystals
(Lin g, 1979).
Thus if water
molecules
in an ice crystal
are compared
to
beads
joined
to their
neighboring
beads by rigid
rods
in a regular
3-dimensional
lattice;
then
water
molecules
in the state
of polarized
multilayers
may resemble
similar
beads joined
to
their
nearest
nei ghbors
by weak rubber
bands
which in turn are fastened
onto a springy
framework under constant
agjtation.
In fact,
if a
si n gle x-ray
picture
is taken
of the water
for
an exposure
time many or ders of magnitude
longer
than the rotational
correlation
time,
no disce rnible
structure
is expected
to be seen.
Only
if the protein
chains
are themselves
entirely
fixed
and only if many x-ray
photographs
are
taken
repeatedly
from a fixed
position,
can pattern
of lon g -r ange spatial
distribution
of the
water
molecules
be recognized
(and in this
aspec½
different
from normal
liquid
water,
which has
only short -ran ge or der).
Secondly,
the number
of layers
of polarized
water
molecules
b etween
adjacent
fully
extended
protein
chains
in a living cell
varies
from cell
type to cell
type but
is uniformly
small:
from a few to perhaps
ten
(Lin g, 1983).
In the polarized
multilayer
theory
of cell
water,
the cells
are wet not because
they are
11 soaked
11, nor
because
they contain
a hi gh concentration
of osmotically
active
free K+ (which
is now established
to be adsorbed
and thus unable
to serve
this
function)
but because
in the fully
extended
conformation
the cell
protein
has a
g reat
propensity
to sorb a great
deal of water.
An experiment
that
can shed light
on the
validity
of this
theory
is to find out if protein
that
for one reason
or another
does exist
in the
fully
extended
conformation
will
sorb enough water
to match that
of a living
cell
from a vapor
phase
containing
water
vapor
at a relative
pre~sure
equal
to that
of a Ringer
solution
and if
proteins
which do not exist
in the fully
extended
conformation
sorb much less
water.
Until
very recently
there
had been great
technical
difficulty
to conduct
this
study.
Thus
the vapor pressure
of a Ringer
solution
is very
close
to saturation
(p/p
= 0.9966)
and vapor
0
equilibrium
which takes
only days to reach
at
vapor
pressures
usually
studied
(up to p/p
=

fixed
proportion
of the cell
proteins
existing
in
the fully
extended
conformation.
The constancy
of cell
K+, also
virtually
all
in the adsorbed
s tate
arises
from the constancy
of a fixed
proportion
of the cell's
S- and Y-carboxyl
groups
e xistin
g in a low electron
density
s tate,
with
high preference
for K+ over its
competitors
as
will
be described
next.
Cell K+ is Vir tually
All Adsorbed
on S- and
Y-carboxyl
Groups
in Living
Cells:
Theory
and
Evidence.
Most isolated
proteins
adsorb
none or
very little
K+ or Na+.
To explain
this,
I suggeste d that
the S - and Y -carboxyl
groups
in isolated
proteins
are l oc ked in salt
linkages
and
thus not available
for the binding
of alkalimetal
ions (Ling,
1952).
Recently
Ling and Zhang
(1984)
have completely
confirmed
this
postulation.
When the competing
fixed
cations
(a-amino
groups,
€-amino
groups,
and g uanidyl
g roup s ) of the salt
l in kages
are neutralized
by titration
with NaOH,
for each mole of fixed
cation
neutralized,
one
mo le of Na+ becomes adsorbed
onto the unmasked
San d Y-carboxyl
groups
in a stoichiometric
manner.
Since
1977 on, the work of Ling (1977a),
Trombitas
and Ti gyi -Sebes
(1979),
but especially
Edelmann
(1977,
1980, 1981,
1984) have left
no
question
that
in frog muscles,
the bulk of cell
K+ is found pr i marily
at locations
where most of
the S- and Y-carboxyl
groups
are found,
i.e.,
at
the A bands (and Z-lines).
Thi s was anticipated
on the basi s of the theory
because
more than 60%
of the muscle
cells'
S- and Y-carboxyl
gro up s are
foun d i n myosin and myosin
is exclusively
found
in the A bands.
In frog muscle,
various
monovalent
ions with
i dentical
long-range
attributes
( i . e ., monovalent
ca tions)
but different
in short-range
attributes
(e.g.,
polarizability,
Born repulsion
constant
)
which can o nly be told
apart
if in c lose contact,
have entirely
different
effects
in displacin
g
cel l K+, an effect
shown to be independent
of the
existence
of a functional
cell
membrane
(and postulated
pumps) (Ling,
1977b,
1978).
This finding
left
cytoplasmic
sites
as the seat
of ionic
se lectivity
by close
contact
adsorption.
Very recently,
and in work yet to be publishe d Ling and Ochsenfeld,
relying
on a new way
of maintaining
viability
of frog muscle
cells
cut
into
2 mm long segments
(Ling,
1987),
demonstr ated
that
the Na+ (and K+) adsorbing
sites
are
indeed
S- and Y-carboxyl
groups
with a pKa value
of 3.9 typical
of low c-value
S- and Y-carboxyl
gro ups.
With this
fundamental
problem
resolved,
the
qualitative
theory
of selective
cooperative
adso rption
of K+, first
demonstrated
in 1966 (Ling,
1966) and subsequently
widely
confirmed
in a
large
variety
of living
cells
in my own and other
laboratories
(Ling,
1984, Chapter
11; Ling,
1988)
has taken
on new significance
that
mere quantitative
agreement
between
theory
and experimental
data points
were not able
to achieve.
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large
and do not fit
the dynamic polarized
multi,.
tilayered
water
structure
and are therefore
partially
excluded.
A parameter
was introduced
to measure
the
degree
of exclusion:
the equilibrium
distribution
coefficient
or q - value . A q-value
of 0.5
means that
the solute
has a solubility
half
of+
that
in normal
liquid
water.
The q -v alue of Na,
sugar,
and tree
amino acids
are usually
in the
range
of 0.1 to 0.5.
Another
useful
practical
parameter
is the p- value,
or apparen t equilibrium distribution
coefficient
when the solute
in the cell
or model system may not all be in
the cell
or model water
but may be partly
adsorbed .
Why should
only large
molecules
and hydrated
ions be excluded
and have low q- (or p)
values?
There
are two alternative
reasons:
one
is entropic
and the other
enthalpic.
The enthalpic
reason,
simply
put is that
it requires
more ener gy to excavate
a hole to accommo d ate
the solute
in polari z ed water
than that
gained
in filling
up the hole
left
behind
in normal
water
when the solute
is transferred
from the
normal water
to the polarized
water.
The entropic
reason
is that
the motional
freedom,
translational
and especially
rotational,
are
more severely
hampered
the larger
and more complex the solute
molecule
is, for essentially
the same reason
that
a larger
butterfly
will
more e a s ily become entan g led in and become
snared
by a sp i der we b than a small one (Lin g
and Sobel,
1975; Lin g , 1984, p. 169-172).
Thus the basic
theory
of solute
exclusion
in the polarized
multilayer
theory
of cell
water
already
shows that Hill's
demonstration
that
urea
distributes
equally
betwe e n ce l l water
and the
e xternal
medium d i d di s prove
the (cate g orical)
nonsolvent
water
concept
but it did not prove
the normalcy
of c ell
water
which at the time Hill
and others
believed.
But this
is only theory.
It was the subsequent
testin g of the theory
that
made the new interpretation
of Hill ' s history
making findin g indisputable
.
In the polarized
multilayer
theory,
all pro teins
have the innate
ability
to polarize
in multilayers
the bulk phase water
but isolated
native
proteins
normally
do not exercise
this
ability
because
the NH and CO groups
which are instrumental
in polari z ing water
are inwardly
directed
by forming
a-helical,
S-pleated
sheets
and other
intraor intermacromolecular
H bonds with other
CO an d NH groups . It is only when, for one reason or another,
these
CO and NH gro u ps are prevented
from being
internally
neutralized
an d become d irect ly exposed
to the bu lk water
that
the
inherent
ability
of polarizing
the bulk phase
water
becomes unmasked.
From the early
1970 ' s on, my laboratory
has
undertaken
systematic
stu d ies of solutions
of
many proteins
an d fo und , in agreement
with theo ry, that
they have as a rule,
viry
l ittle
ability to reduce
the solvency
of Na , s u gar,
and
free
amino acids
(L ing,
1984).
A gelatin
solution
or ge l , in contrast,
behaves quite
differently.
It has stro n g influ ence in reducing
the solvency
of the bu lk phase
water
for Na+ salts
an d other
probes.
And it is

0.95)
takes
months and even years
to reach
at
pressures
near saturation.
However,
recently
Lin g and Hu (1987)
have developed
a new method to
study
vapor pressure
up to 0.99997.
With this
new technique
we were able
to confirm
the prediction
that only proteins
(e.g.,
gelatin)
and
polymers
(e.g.,
polyethylene
oxide)
that
exist
in
the fully
extended
conformation
sorb enough water
to match that
given
by the total
water
content
per unit
cell
protein
in living
cells.
These new
findings
are in full
harmony with the demonstration that
about
5% of the water
in frog muscle
cells
is tightly
bound as monolayers
and that
the
remainin g 95 % of cell
water
follows
the predictions
of Bradley ' s theory
of polarized
multilayers
(Bradley,
1936; Ling and Negendank,
1970).
The Theory
of Solute
Exclusion
from Cell
Water and its Experimental
Confirmation.
That
water
associated
with biological
materials
can
have unusual
properties
was known since
the earl i est days of biology,
often
described
as
11
11
Schwellungswasser
or bound water.
Various
attributes
were at one time thou g ht to distinguish
II
11
such water
including
non-solvency
water",
osmotically
inactive
water",
or II nonfreezing
water".
Many of these
earliest
investigators
were
impressed
by the similarity
between
living
proto plasm and gelatin
gel or sol.
and the term II colloids 11 (Greek:
KOAACX, meaning glue or gelatin)
was coined
by Thomas Graham (1861)
to des c ribe
materials
sharing
their
common characteristi
cs .
Unfortunately
th e basi c c riteria
used to det e ct
the bound water
could
not stand
ri g orou s te s tin g .
In the 1940 1 s the colloidal
approach
to liv i n g
phenomena
had all but van i shed.
Thus the demons tration
that
urea distributes
itself
equally
betwe e n mus cl e c ell water
and its ex t ernal
aqu eo u s
medium led A. V. Hill
to the conclusion
that all
mus cle c ell water
is normal
(Hill,
1930).
The
concept
of nonsolvent
bound water
was thus dealt
a fatal
blow.
Similarly
the recognition
th~t
even pure water
could
be supercooled
to -20
C,
threw serious
doubts
that
free z in g point
lowerin g
observed
in living
matter
was indicative
of the
II
unusual
bound water II and not simply
due to the
barrier
effect
of high concentration
of proteins
which blocks
ice crystals
propagation
and format i on (Blanchard,
1940).
These findings
and interpretations
which
played
key roles
in the broad acceptance
of the
membrane theory
and the rejection
of the colloidal
or protoplasmic
approach
to the interpretation
of living
phenomena,
took on different
meanings
with the introduction
of the polarized
mu ltilayer
theory
of cell
water
and its new con cepts
(L ing,
1965; 1972).
In the polarized
multilayer
theory,
water
existing
in the state
of polarized
multilayers
has reduced
so lv ency for molecules
and hydrated
ions in a size -d ependent
manner . That is,
small
molecules
and molecules
lik e urea
that
can fit
into the dyn amic water
structure
of the polarized
multilayers
may not be exclude d at a ll.
Only
large
molecules
and hydrated
ions tha t cannot
fit
into the dyna mic water
str u cture
are exclude d.
This is calle d the II size
rule".
Hydrated
Na+,
sugars , an d free
amino aci d s wh ich are as a r u le
exclu ded from the water
of living
cells
are
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n ot d iffic ult
to see why.
When col l agen is d enatu red to form ge l ati n, most of the interch
ain
H bonds are broken.
The amino acid r esi du es making up ge latin
contain
lar ge proportions
of proline
and hydroxyproline
(which
due to the lack of
a proton
on its pyrole
N cannot
form H bonds)
and
g ly cine
(wh ich is one of the strongest
helixbreakers
), whi ch make ge latin
unusual
in that
they exist
to a substantial
de g re e in th e fully
e xtended
conforma tion.
As such,gelatin
can polarize
water
in multilayers
(Lin g, 1984, p. 174) .
Th is und e rstand ing is of historical
importance
because
i t shows that T homas Graham had instinc tively
recognize
d something
uniqu e about
gel atin
solution
or gel and abstracted
the set of
attrib
ut es and ca ll e d them gelatin
-like
or co lloi dal.
It ca n now be sai d that
i n fact
co ll o id s are
those
sys tern s that
provide
the NP -NP -NP sys t ern or
eq uiv ale nts to polarize
the solvent
(water)
in
multi layers . It is the characteristics
of solvents
in the state
of polarized
multilayers
that
we see among colloidal
systems
incl udin g many
cha racteristics
of living
ce ll s .

ce

a

b

Other Model Sys tems and the Colle c ti ve
Tra it s of Water in the State
of Polarized
Multila
yers . Praline
and h ydroxyproli
ne residues
of gela tin pro v ide onl y ne ga ti vely
cha r ged CO
(N) si te s . Wi th ou t a proton
o n their
pyrrolidine
ni t rogen a tom s, th ey do not provide
positively
c harged
P s it es.
Since th e forma tion
of a n Hbon d ( i n an a -hel i cal or ~-pl eate d sheet
conformation)
requires
a proton-accepting
(N) site
and a
proton -d on at ing (p) site
this
deficiency
of P
sites
prevents
formation
of a.- he l ix and other
in tra mo lecular
H bonds,
t hereby
offering
one basic
II fully
mechanis m ho w a ge lat in remains
e xt en d e d"
i n a given
so luti on . But how can one be certain
that
these
alternat
i n gly negative
sites
an d neutral
( O) si t es also polarize
water
in multilayers?
The answer
was prov i d ed when we began to stu dy a
co llection
of o xy gen - con tain ing synthetic
polymers in wh ich as ill u strate
d by p olye thy le n e oxide (-CHz-CH z -0-~ oxygen atoms with their
negatively
cha r ge d lon e-pair
electrons
are sepa r ate d
from their
nearest
neighboring
oxy gen a t oms by
the co rr ect di s tanc es (Fi g . 2).
Th ese NO-NO-NO
syste ms, also
inclu d ing p o ly et hylen e g ly col (PEG )
polyvi nylpyrr o lidone
(PVP),
and p o ly vinylme thyl
'
e ther
(PVME), turn e d out t o be j u s t as effective
as gelatin
in reduc i ng the solve n cy fo r Na salts,
sugar,
and free
amino acids.
. . Anoth~ r c las s of models
for the wat e r po lar izing
matrix
prot ei n visualized
in the l iving
ce lls
ar e prot eins
denatured
by urea,
g uanidine
HCl, alkali,
and acids.
That ur e a and guanidin e
HCl ca n co nvert
the II self - satisfied"
native
pr o te~ns
~nto II fully
extended"
water
polari
z in g proteins
is not difficult
to understand
because
they
are known to be strong
H-bond i n g agents,
and they
unravel
the a.-helical,
~-pl eated
sheet
secondary
co nformations.
Studies
o f the urea e ffect
not
o nly demonstrated
that
native
proteins
with no or
little
influence
on water
solvency
can be co nverted
by ur e a ( or guanidine
HCl) into NP-NP-NP
s ystems
polarizin
g and reducin g the solvency
of

Fig.
2.
Diagrammatic
illustration
water
in an NP-NP system
( a) and
( b)

in

of polari ze d
an NO sys t em

the bulk phase water
to Na salts,
s u gar,
and
amino aci d s as revealed
by lo w p-v al u es . Th ey
also
clearly
sho wed tha t urea,
itself,
is not ex cl ud ed at all from the polarized
water,
exhibit
in g a p-v alue of unity
(L ing,
1984, p. 177),
thereby
confirming
e xp erimental
l y our theoretical
rebuttal
to Hill ' s history-making
conclusion
that
cell
water
is normal
because
t h e q-value
for urea
is unity.
For the moment,
we may safe l y state
that
whether
for str u ctural
reasons
( e . g ., gelati
n) or
in conseq u ence of d enat ur ation
( e . g . , by urea,
NaOH), proteins
or polymers
interact
with wat er,
it is not just
solvency
for Na+ salt,
sugar,
and
free
amino aci d s that
are affecte
d, but a whole
ga mut of distinctive
properties
revealed
that
ar e
not share d by so lution s o f native
proteins
but
a re share d by livin g cells . Among these
physicoe le c trical
properties
of water
associated
wi th
fully
exten d e d protein
c ha ins and oxygen - co nta ining polymers
are , be si d e size -d e pendent
exclusion of Na+ sal ts,
s u gars,
and free
amino acids
(Ling et al.,
1980;
Ling and Ochsenfeld,
1983):
s hortenin
g of NMR relaxation
times
(T 1 ,
T ) and l eng thenin g of NMR correlation
time
(tin g and Murphy,
1983);
enhanced
osmotic
activity far beyond
that predicted
by molar concentra
tion
(L i n g , 1983);
free zing point
lowerin g (Lin g
and Zhang,
1983);
shrinkage
in hypertonic
solution
(without
a semipermeable
membrane)
(Lin g and
Ochsenfeld,
1987);
extensive
vapor sorption
at
partial
vapor pressure
of Rin ge r solution
and
higher
(Lin g and Hu, 1987).
Just
as important
was the successful
confirm ation
of the reduced
rotational
(and translational)
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Structure,
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and Transport
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A (ed) Wiley-Interscience,
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sites
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fixed cell preparations.
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freedom of water molecules
by NMR methods both
in model polymer-dominated
water and in living
cells
(polymer:
Ling and Murphy, 1983 - living
cells:
Ling and Tucker,
1980; Seitz et al.,
1980); by high frequency
dielectri
c dispersion
methods both in polymer dominated water and in
living
cells
(polyrr,ers:
Kaatze et al. ,1978 -li ving
cells:
Clegg e t al.,1984);
and by quasielastic
neutron
scattering
methods both in polymer-dominated water and in living
cells
(polymers:
Rorschach,
1985 - living
cells:
Trantham et al.,
1984; Heidorn et al.,
1986).
In all cases,in
both polymer-dominated
water and in living
cel ls
there was demonstrated
a rather
modest reduction
of rotati ona l (and translational)
motional
freedom. The degree of moti onal re striction
increases
with decrease
of water content
and increase of polymer or protein
contents
- in full
harmony with the polarized
multilayer
theory of
cell water (Ling,
1965; 1972; 1979, p. 51; 1984).
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G.N.Ling
oriented?
This
question
was carefu lly examined
for water
and other
gas .eous molecules
by
Brunnauer,
Emmett,
and Teller
(1938),
who conclude d that
only where the gas molecules
have a
large
permanent
dipole
moment would such a polarize d multilayer
be expected
and in that
case the
adsorption
should
follow
the polarized
multilayer
adsorption
isotherm
derived
by Bradley
11 text
reference".
Since
water
does have a large
permanent
dipole
moment ( 1 .86 debyes),
the answer
is clear ly affirmative
from theoretical
consideration.
There
are also experimental
confirmations:
(1) Bradley
isotherm:
In agreement
with
the polarized
multilayer
theory
of cell
water,
95% of the water
in frog muscle
cells
follows
the Bradley
polarized
multilayer
adsorption
isotherm (Ling and Negendank,1970
"text
reference").
In the agreement
with theory,
water
sorption
on gelatin
(whi ch is a protein
that
exists
in the fully
e xtended
form)
also
follows
the Bradley
polarized multilayer
adsorption
iso therm (Lin g, 1984
11 text
11).
reference
(2) Enhanced
adsorption
energy
of multilayers
of adsorbed
water:
Prof.
W. Harkins
measured
the molar
energy
of desorption
of water
layers
from the surface
of an NP system
(titanium dioxide
powder)
minus the energy
of vaporization
(Ea - E 1 ).
Ea - E 1 was 6,550 cal /mole for
the first
layer
of adsorbed
water molecules,
1380
for the second
layer,
etc . From these
data,
II
Harkins
concl ud ed that
While the effect
of the
attraction
of the solid
dies off rapidly,
it extends
to somewhat more than 5 molecular
layers
"
(Harkin s, 19 4 5, p. 294).
Simple
electrostatic
calculations
reveal
that
if two titanium
dioxide
surfaces
are closely
juxtaposed
to each other
(constituting
what is called
an NP-NP system),
the t o tal number of water
layers
that
have Ea
energy
significantly
in excess
of E 1 will
excee d
10 layers
and furthermore,
the steepness
of the
"d ying off " of attraction
will
be reduced
(Ling and
Ochsenfeld,
1983 "text
reference").
It has been
shown that
even if no more than 5% of the cell 's
proteins
exist
in the fully
extended
conformation
it is sufficient
to polarize
all
the cell
water
in layers
(between
nearest
neighboring
chains)
no deeper
than 10 (Ling,
1983 11 text
11).
reference
As mentioned
above 95% of this
water in frog muscle
has also b een shown to follow
the Bradley
polarized
multilayer
adsorption
isotherm.
(3) Cooperativity
in the mul tilayer
sorpt'ion of cell
water:
Cooperativity,
in the statistical
mechanical
sense,
denot es the existence
of significant
near neighbor
interaction
among units
of an assembly.
The juxtaposition
of
N and P sites
produces
a cooperative
type of interaction
that
the adsorption
of one water molecule d irectly
or i ndirectly
on these
sites
enhances
the adsorption
energy
of the immediately
neighboring
water molecules.
The polarized
adsorption
is therefore
(auto)cooperative
with a
positive
nearest
neighbor
interaction
energy
(Ling,
1984).
An important
characteristic
of a
cooperative
assembly
is the existence
of a critical
temperature
or Curie
point.
Indeed
this
has
been demonstrated
in frog muscle
as far back as
1967; the q-value
o f sucrose
in frog muscl
6 abrgptly
changes
from 0.2 to 1.0 between
38 C and
40 C (Lin g, 1967; see also Ling,
1984, p. 358).

11 This
activities.
is an interesting
point
that
raises
a question:
are there
studies
of the temperature-dependence
of [Na+]/[K+]
ratios
in the
cell?
Is there
a temp ·erature
below which the
11 pump"
ceases,
but Na+ and K+ diffusion
can
still
occur?
Or is the [Na+] exclusion
maintained
at all
temperatures?
Author:
Yes.
In some types
of mammalian
cells,
there
is a critical
temperature
at which the adsorbed
K+ is replaced
largely
by adsorbed
Na+.
However
this
is more in keeping
with the notion
that K+ and Na+ are adsorbed
on cell
proteins
in
a cooperative
manner and the critical
temperature
is simply
the Curie
point
in a cooperative
transition
rather
than a sudden
cessation
of Na+
pumping
at the critical
temperature.
Two sets
of evidence
may be cited
in favor
of this
view:
(1) t he extensive
evidence
that
the bulk of cell
K+ is ndsorbed
on localized
sites
in the cells;
(2) in frog muscle,
no such transition
was observed
between
o0 c and above ambient temperature.
Since
frog muscle
exhibits
typical
K+ and Na+ distribution
patterns
seen in almost
all cells
a nd
are therefore
likely
to follow
similar
basic
mechanisms,
the indifference
of the [Na+Jin/
[K+Jin
in frog muscle
argues
against
the temperature
dependent
pump interpretation
.

H.E. Rorschach:
Ling tries
to present
a picture
of the structure
of the water
in a II polarized
mul tilayer".
I believe
he goes considerably
beyond what we know at this
point.
On the one
hand,
he pictures
the water
as forming
layers
of
al i gned dipoles
(w ith definite
spatial
and
or i enLaLional
order) . On the other
hand,
he cautions
against
a structural
picture.
It would be
he l pful
if he would tell
us what to expect
from
x-ray
o r neutr o n diffracti
o n studies
on these
layers
in, say, protein
crystals.
Author:
Dr. Rorschach
communicated
to me over
the telephone
his concern
that
a number of scientists
have rejected
the polarized
multilayer
theory after
one look at Fig.l
which shows an icelike
structure.
As I have e mphas ized again
and
again,
Fig.
1 is only a static
idealized
diagram
to illustrate
a constantly
changing
dynamic
structure.
Since
it is not possible
for me t o
present
the reader
with a movie of a threedimensional
model,
Fig.
1, with exp lanat ory notes
is the best I can do.
That a theory
is not entirely
proven
yet
and thus ahead of what we truly
know is entirely
in keeping
with the time sequence
of the Scientific Method where understanding
follows
full
experimental
confirmation
of the predictions
of the
theory.
Having
said
this,
I must correct
Dr. Rorschach1s
misunderstanding
that
there
is 11 no
evidence
for this
form".
On the contrary
there
is already
considerable
evi dence.
Firstly
that
oppositely
oriented
water
dipoles
attract
each other
while
similarly
oriented
water
dipoles
repel
each other
is the consequence
of the law of electrostatics.
The question
is,
when there
is a checkerboard
of negatively
charged
N and positively
charged
P sites
separated
from the nearest
neighboring
sites,
by
roughly
the diameter
of a water
molecule,
would
multilayers
of water
molecules
be polarized
and
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As a rule
o nly native
proteins
form crystals.
Protein
e x is t ing in the 11 fully
extended
co n formation
" is usually
referred
to as II denatured".
Denatur e d proteins
as a rule
do not
form c rystals.
Howev er, very recent
work from
our laboratory
suggests
that
water
associated
with ve r y high concentrations
of native
proteins
a ls o exh ibits
cha r ac teristics
of polarized
multi layers
but of a mu ch weake r sort.
However,
here the water polarizing
N and P sites
might be
part
of expose d s urfa ce in the II rando m coil 11
confo rmat ion or t he polar
gro ups on the protein
surface.
If p olarize
d multilayers
of water
can
in dee d be create d in high ly concentrate
d native
protein
crys tals
t heir
inf luen ce on water polarization
may be more easi l y discernible
by x-ray
and o t her methods
b eca u se the N and P si tes themselves
are not in co n stant
motion
as in, say, PEO
so lut ions .

(4) The r ot at ion al (and ot her) motional
re st riction
of the bulk of cell
water
and water
in
mod e l s y s t ems:
Another
prediction
of the polarize d multilayer
the o ry of cell
water
is th at all
or v irtually
all of th e cell
water
suffers
rotational
(and other)
motional
restri
ct ion.
This
pre di cte d rotational
moti on al r es tri c ti on has bee ,n
verifie
d by quasielastic
neutron
scattering
(QENS) of brine
shrimp cysts
and frog muscle
by
physicis
ts f ro m the P hysics
Dept.
of Rice Un iv .
led by Prof.
Rorschach
in co llab oration
with
Hazlewoo d, Clegg and o thers.
Conclusions
from
QENS stu dies wer e also at l e ast qualitatively
suppor t e d by ultra
high frequency
dielectric
(UHFD) st ud ies of wat e r in brine
shrimp
cysts
by
Clegg and c owor k ers (Cl egg et al, 1984 11 text
reference
")and by parallel
QENS as well as UHFD
stu di es of mod el sys tems of oxygen - containing
polymers
that
satisfy
the criteria
of NO-NO-NO
systems,
i . e ., a mat rix of chains
containing
N
sites
separated
by d istances
of approximately
two water molecules,
from the nearest
neighboring
N sites .
( 5) Spa cing req u irement
of oxygen - containing
polymers:
Striking
similarity
has been observed
among water
in living
cells,
in gelatin
gel,
in
urea -d enatured
proteins,
and in oxygen - containing
NO-NO-NO polymer
systems.
Of those polymers
studied,
polyethylene
oxide
(PE O) is striki
n gly
sim pl e being
linear
chains
of repeating
units
of
(-CH2-CH2-0-)n.
PEO which has high solubility
in
water,
sorbs
an amount of water
from an environ ment of physiological
vapor pressure
(p /p =
0.9966),
in quantity
similar
to those
of frog
mus c l e - a relatively
high l y hydrated
cell
type
11).
(Ling and Hu II text reference
Yet neither
polyformal
d ehyde (-CH2-0-)n
with one less CH2
g roup between
a neighboring
pair
of oxygen atoms,
n o r trimethylene
oxi de (-CH2-CH2-CH20-)n
with one
more CH2 g r oup between
a neighboring
pair
of oxygen atoms are even so lub le in water
( Stone
and
Stratta,
1967 ), d emonstrating
how important
is
the d istance
between
neighboring
N sites
in the
polymer
in d isso lv ing in and in sorbing
large
amounts
of water,
confirming
the theory .
What can one exp ect from x -r ay studies
of
water
existing
in the state
of polarized
multilayers?
Theoretically,
one would e xp ect more
sharp ly d efine d peaks occ urr ing over large
distances
in x-ray
rad i al distribution
functions.
Practica
lly,
one confronts
the difficulty
from
the lac k of pure polarized
water
and that
to
crea te the polarized
water
large
concen trati on of
poly mer or proteins
must be present
generating
problems
not found in studies
of pure liquid
water or ice.
Neutron
scattering
studies,
on t he
other
hand,
have already
proven
their
usefulness in demonstratin
g the 14-fold
reduction
of
the rotational
diffusion
coeff i c ient
and 3 -f old
reduction
of th e translational
diffusion
coefficient
of the less-hydrated
brine
shrimp
cysts
11 text
11)
(Trantham
et al.
reference
and the 2fold reduction
of the rotational
diffusion
coeff icient
of the muc h more hydrated
frog muscle
11 text
11).
(Heidorn
et al.
reference
But as
p o inted
out by Hei do rn (1985)
for more accurate
and correct
understandin
g of the QENS data,
more
refinement
in th e theory
and underlying
assumption of the theory
are required.

H.E. Rorschach:
The sorption
of water by cell
proteins
is an interesting
qu estio n.
I believe
some reference
to centrif
u ge s tud ies,
wh ich show
the strong
retention
of water by gels
( but with
l ittle
change
in NMR parameters)
would be of interes t.
Author : Frog muscle
cells,
without
intact
cell
membrane,
can sustain
prolonge d centrif
u gation
at
from 400 to 1500 g . for 4 minutes
without
losing
any of their
cell
water.
The same procedure
quantitatively
removes
all water
in the extra cellular
space
( Ling and Walton,
1976).
Th is d if ferent
response
to centrif
u gation
of extracellular
normal
liquid
water
an d intracellular
water
a dd s
further
evi d ence that water
i n living
cells
is
more tightly
held than in free water
in agreement
with the polarized
multilayer
theory
of cell
water.

G. Rooma n s :

The author
states
that Kand
Na are
the most prominent
solutes
. One can of co ur se
have different
ideas
about the meaning
of the word
11 prominent",
but in most cells,
the Cl concentra
tion
is higher
than the Na concen t ration,
and
this
ion, though
not mentioned
at all,
is at
le a st as II prominen t".
Autho r:
Here the word II prominent"
is used in
the historica
l con tex t of being outstanding
rather
than merely
ab undant.
I n de ed both the
abundance
of K+ and the scarcity
of Na+ in cel l s
have played
key roles
in the forma t ion of the major theories
of livin g ce ll s . Changes
of K+ and
Na+ concen trati on have pr ofo und inf luen ce on the
resting
a n d action
po t en tial
of muscle
and nerve
while
alterati
on of Cl concen trati on usually
has
no s u ch ef f ec t on thes e widely
studied
ce lls.

G. Roomans:

The aut hor discuss es the necessity
o f pumps for solutes
t o which th e ce ll could nGt
have been exposed
in its evolutionary
history.
11
The view of special
pumps for II unusual
solute
is not even he ld by proponents
of the II membrane
pump theory".
Accumulation
or exclusion
of such
co mpound is generally
explained
by their
affinity for pumps for II naturally
occurring
" solutes.
Author:
The reviewer
is right
that
the proponents
of the membrane-pump
theory
deal with solut e distribution
problem
in a one -pump-at-a-t
ime
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must mean death.
Turning
on the engine
again
must mean the creation
of new life.
Since
even
parents
don't
create
new life,
they only give
part
of their
liv es to the next genera tion,
I
think most scientists
thawing
frozen
embryos,
or
red blood cells
would feel
embarrassed,
and
rightly
so, if told
that
they are in fact
cre ating
new life.
It seems more logical
to think
the source
of this embarrassment
is the faulty
flame theory.

approach,
and usually
limited
to familiar
sol utes . The AI hypothesis
offered
a general
theory of solute
d ist ribution.
To test
this
gen era l theory,
the d istrib
ution
patterns
of many
solutes
have been under
investigation
including
many solutes
that
are not experienced
by the
cell's
genome in the course
of evolutionary
history .
A very large
number of these
solutes
are
found at lower equilibrium
concentration
in the
cell
water
([S]in)
than in the external
environ ment [S ]e x·
In addition,
there
is very of ten
obse rved rectilinear
relationship
between
[S ]in
and [S ]e x such that
[S]in/[SJex
< 1 (see Ling,
1984, Fig.
11.17).
The slope
of this
curve
eq ual to the equilibrium
distribution
coefficient
of the solute
(q or qs) are constant
.
The rectilinear
distribution
with q < 1 has
profound
implications:
Firstly
the maintenance
of the low level
of S in the cell
water
could not
depend on a process
involving
the combination
with a limited
number of sites,
as it is in the
case of membrane pumps.
Were it otherwise,
the
curve should
bend upward as [S ]e x increases
as
the pumps sites
become II saturated".
The rectilinear
distribution
pattern
widely
observed
among these
foreign
solutes,
thus precludes
the
ope rati on of pumps whether
specifically
de signed
for that
foreign
solute
or original
ly intended
II
11
for some other
naturally
occurring
solutes
as the cause of the observe d low level
in the
cell
water.
This
inability
of the pump model to explain
the rectilinear
distribution
so often
observed
is
probably
why, despite
the enormous
effort
spent
in studying
the Na+ pump, Ca pump, etc ., there
is
no quantitative
equation
propose d for the pump
theory.
Yet all one needs is to transpose
a term
of the equation
that
was proposed
( e . g . , Cohen
and Monod, 1960) for -;;Iutes
that
distribu
te
themselves
at concentration
higher
inside
the
cell
water,
to obtain
an equation
for the case
when [S] in < [S]ex·
(For additional
evidence
agains t foreign
solutes
being
transported
by pumps
inten ded for II naturally
occurring
" solutes,
see
Ling,
1988 11 text reference").

G . Roomans:
Since
a virus
does not have a membrane,
wouldn't
the st udy of ionic
relationships
of viruses
give useful
information
with regard
to
the AI-hypothesis?
Author:
Thi s is a very goo d idea
and
I suspect further
pursuit
would yield
valuable
information . Indeed,
already
we know that
the st ud ies
of Vaccinin
virus
by Mc Farlane
et al.
(1939)
showe d that
water
in amount equal
to 5 to 7 times
that of viral
dry weight
is inaccessible
to su c r ose - offering
support
that
in this
virus
large
quantities
of cell
water
exists
in a state
simi lar to those
of living
cells
with plasma membranes .
G. Roomans:
Could you d iscuss
cellular
chlori de
content
in terms of the AI hypothesis?
Author:
Chloride
is a major component
of the external
milieu
of many living
cells . Like various
other
solutes
found in living
cells,
intracellular ch lorid e tends
to fall
into
two categories:
freely
d esorbe d in the cell
water
and adsorbed .
The concentration
of free Cl- in a living
cell
varies
with the II intensity
of the de gree of
polarization
(i.e.,
the "IP"
factor)
of the cell
water . Thus in cells
like
frog muscle
where the
"IP II is high,
~l
tends
to be low ; while
in
malignant
cancer
cells
where the II IP II is low,
~l
tends
to be high . However IP factor
is not
the only deciding
factor
. Another
factor
is the
nature
of companion
cations
. In most Ringer
sol ution,
the comparison
cation
force
is Na+.
The
nature
of companion
cation
is important
beca u se
to preserve
macroscopic
electric
neutrality,
Cl-,
bein g an anion,
cannot
enter
the ce ll and
exist
as free Cl - without
an accompanying
cation
or in exchange
for another
anion.
If the accom panying
cation
is also exclusively
found in the
cell
water
as free
cation,
then i ts g-value
will
influence
the q-value
of the free Cl
in the cell
and they will
share
the same ~a+ Cl- in the
cell . A cation
with a high q-valoe
will
raise
the q-value
of the free Cl- in the cell
water
and vice versa . If the accompanying
cation
is
preferentially
adsorbed,
the q-value
for the Cl
will
increase
. For these
reasons,
the q-value
of Cl- and other
ions are as a rule much more
complex
than say that
of an uncharged
nonelectrolyte,
in which case,
the q-value
is simply
determined
by the nature
of the nonelectrolyte,
usually
following
the II size rule 11•
Much gre ater
variations
occur amon g the
size o f the adsorbed
fraction
of Cl- in different types
of living
cel ls.
Major types of
sites
that
adsorb
Cl - are the €- amino gro up s and
guanidyl
groups
carried
on lysine
and arginine
side chains
of ce llular
proteins.
In 1962, Lin g
ha d presented
evidence
that Cl - and other
anion

G. Roomans:
The author
discusses
the possib l e
implications
of preserving
living
cel ls at very
low temperature.
I do not follow
the author
in
this mainly
semantical
exercise
. A park e d car is
not necessarily
broken
down; some of them may be,
but the majority
will
run happily
as soon as you
start
the engine . The fact
that
one can II park 11
a cell
at low temperature
and then revive
it
may be a wonder of nature,
but it proves
or disproves
nothing
about p umping or not pumpin g .
Actua lly,
the best ways to preserve
cells
at low
temperature
involve
treatment
with glycerol
or
DMSO, which changes
the ion content
of the cell
drastically
( and, if I interpret
the AI t heory
correctly,
therefore
must a ls o change
the energy
state
of the cellular
p r oteins)
.
~:
If life
is truly
flame -l i ke, then
II
quenching
of this
flame"
can only mean de ath;
11
lighting
this
candle '' again means the eq u ivalen t of the creation
of new life . Similarly,
if
a car with its engine
runnin g is consi der ed as
equiva l en t to life;
then turning
off the engine
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I.Z.
Nagy: It is a very serious
issue
to claim
that
practically
all
the actual
cell
physiology
is completely
wrong when attributing
a function
to the so d ium -pump in the membrane.
If the author wants to gain atten tion
t o his ideas,
he has
to offer
much more and much better
established
data
than those
in Tabl
5 1. First of all , bean experiment
performed
at O C may completely
meaningless
as regards
the energetic
calc ulat ions,
especially
because
the system
used is a tissue
of
a poikylothermic
animal
which regularly
undergoes
a hibernation
during
which all
the physiological
processes
are extreme ly slowed
down.
It seems to
be a concept u al error
to measure
" energy
de 1 ive6y" in a tissue
poisoned
by IAA and ~i trogen
at
0 C.
On the other
hand,
the energetic
calc ulations
made by the author
should
have been com pared
by those
made by the people
on the opposite
side:
it is well known that
numerous
calculations
have been performed
according
to which a
portion
of 20-50"/4 of the biological
energy
yield
is used for the maintenance
of the sodi um grad ient
between
the intra - and extracellular
space.
Dr. Ling sho u ld have shown in detail
why his calculations
are different
from those
of the others,
and where is the error
(if
there
is any) in the
calculations
of the opposite
side.
In the present form his claims
abo u t the energetic
balance
of the sodium transport
in the frog muscle
remain only declarations
without
any support,
and
what is still
worse,
due to the missing
explana tions,
one cannot
even make any attempt
to control
them.
It is not acceptable
to make reference to a work written
25 years
ago , and blame .
all
the existing
cell
physiological
knowledge
in _
this
respect
without
a careful
analysis
an d comparison
of the more recent
experimental
data.
The publication
of the present
manuscript
of Dr.
Ling can only create
further
confusion,
but it will
not promote
any open-minde d discussion
on the
topics,
which would be really
necessary
.
Author:
Scientific
truth
is also
ageless
. Results
of a crucial
experiment
valid
30 or even 100
years
ago is valid
today.
So Dr. Nagy's
unwillingness
to accept
my finding
beca u se it was published
25 years
ago has no legitimate
foundation.
At any time,
Dr. Nagy could have gotten
a copy of
the book (Ling,
1962 "t ext reference
") from a
library
or through
the interlibrary
loan service
or to use the Citation
Index
to reach
the many
review
articles
I have written
on the subject
.
Among the more recent
ones is my new monograph
(Ling,
1984 " text ref ere nee ") where the original
finding
first
presented
in 1962 was again
reviewed
in some detail.
The figure
of 20% to 50% of the resting
en ergy output
of frog muscle
is spent
in operating
the postulated
Na pump were obtained
by Levi a nd
Ussing
(1948), Harris
and Burn (1949) an d by
K~ynes an d Maise 1 ( 1954) " text
reference"·
These
conclusions
were drawn years
before
my
work was published
in 1962 from experiments
performed under
con ditions
different
from mine.
Nor were their
experiments
desi gned to test
ri g oro u sly if the Na pump hypothesis
was tenable
they merely
compare d the energy
need at 25°c with
the energy
available
from the resting
oxygen consumption
of the tissues.
My e xp erime nt was s pecificall
y designed
to test
rigorously
if the Na

binding
follows
a surprisingly
unchanging
rank
order
of preference,
well known as the lysotropic
or Hofmeister
series,
and that
this
constancy
in
the rank order
according
to Ling,
reflects
the
strengths
in anion binding
on cationic
amino
gro ups' or its modification,
guanidyl
gro ups and
the long saturated
alepha ti c side
chains
which
insulate
the cationic
charges
d ensity
of these
groups
changes
occurring
in other
parts
of the
protein
molecules
(in contrast
to~an d Ycarboxyl
groups
with short
side
chains
and widely
varying
affinities
for the co u nterions,
K+, Na+,
etc . ). Besides
Cl -' s intrinsic
affinity
for the
fixed
cations,
another
decisive
factor
is the nature
of its
companion
cation . When the companion
cation
is strongly
adsorbed
(e.g.,
K+) more Cl
will
be adsorbed
on 8-amino
groups
and guanidyl
groups
potentially
capable
of adsorbing
Cl - (at
the expense
of " salt
1 ink ages"
formed be tween
~- and Y- carboxyl
groups
potentially
capable
of
adsorbing
K+) .
In summary,
Cl
distribution
in living
cells
is complex,
highly
interesting
and deserves
far
more studies
than so far achieved.
I.Z . Nagy: The first
part
of the paper
d eals
with the criticism
of the membrane Na-pumps:
as
a matter
of fact
it dee la res that
" ••• there
has
rarely
been a theoretical
concept
that
has been
as thoroughly
disproven
as the membrane-pump
hypothesis."
Unfortunately,
however,
the reader
cannot
be convinced
by the manuscript
about
the
validity
of this
claim . The arguments
cited
by
the author
in favor
of his claim
are based on
experiments
on hibernated
frog sartorius
muscle,
performed
more than 30 years
ago, and published
in 1962.
Moreover,
the author
claims
that
his
findings
have been"
twice
confirmed
(Jones
1965; Minkoff
and Damadian 1 1973) ."
However,
as we learn
from the reference
list,
Jones
(1965)
is a never
published
" Ph .D. Thesis
Appendix ".
This
cannot
be found practically
by anyone except
the single
University
where the Thesis
had been
done,
and anyway cannot
be considered
as a "confirmation'
' of the findings
.
Author:
Whether
Dr. Jones ' confirmatory
work,
published
only as part
of his Ph.D.
thesis,
con stitutes
a confirmation,
I think
it is best
left
to the reader
of the paper
to decide.
All I need
to point
out is that Dr. Jones
had carried
out
similar
studies
on a different
kind of tissue
reaching
conclusions
similar
to mine an d his Ph.D .
thesis
is undoubtedly
available
through
interli
brary
loan.
A valid
theory
as a r ul e has broad applicability
to an observed
phenomenon
the theory
is
introduced
to e xplain.
The association-induction hypothesis,
for examp l e, can explain
the
distribution
pattern
of Na+, K+, and any other
sglutes
in existence
and yet to be create d, at
0 C or at whatever
t emperature
at which the living cell
survives
. If the Na pump theory
can explain
sustained
low level
of Na+ an d high level
of K+ only at say 25° C but not at 0° C, does it
still
deserve
to be consi dered
a theory?
To
test
a theory,
it must be done in as rigorous
and as demanding
situations
as possible.
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G. N. Ling
contributed
to a great
extent
to the actual
situation,
mentioned
also by Dr. Ling,
namely,"
···
my findings
and conclusions
have not been challenged
in print;"
People,
even if they would
like
to d o so, are not able to judge the real
content
of the author ' s i d eas because
of the way
he treats
his own and the existing
data.
11
Author:
I cannot
answer
the question,
Why
~ore
possibilities
have not been considered
(besides
the three
remedial
postulations)?
"
Perhaps
the answer
is that
it is not as easy as
Dr. Nagy believes.
Take for example,
his idea of
II rigidization"
membrane
- which I take to mean
what is expressed
by the English
word, rigidification . One really
does not need to make this
h pothesis
at all . We already
know cooling
to
6
0 C does slow down Na+ exchange,
and according
to the pump theory,
lowers
the energy
need of the
pump.
Yet despite
t~wing
down of Na+ 11 pumping II rate
and it was shown to be · 1500% to 3000"/,
of the maximally
available
energy . So Dr. Nagy's
remedial
hypothes i s does nothing
at all to alle viate
the energy
crisis
of the Na pump and is in deed rather
pointless.
I must,
however,
protest
Dr. Nagy ' s accusa tion that I have omitted
some possible
mechanisms
and explanations
. I have done no such thing .
The three
remedial
postulations
were the only
ones published
and my conclusion
against
the Na
pump hypothesis
has remained
unchallen
g ed in the
last
25 years.
A thorough
search
with the aid of
Citation
Index and Source
Index bears
me out on
both accounts.
However,
if Dr. Nagy has some new
challenges
beyond these
three
remedial
postulations,
he should
have it published.
However,
I
would not recommend rushin g too fast
into publication,
if thes e additional
remedial
hypotheses are as p o intl ess a s the II rigidi
z ation"
hy pothesis
given
above.

pump hypothesis
was tenable
- therefore
I selected
the most stringent
conditions
in which
the energy
source
was reduced
to a minimum while
the low level
of Na+, high level
of K+ were
maintained
for many hours
(e.g.,
7.4 hrs.).
This
stringent
condition
iQposed
on frog muscles
was
brought
about by lowering
the temperature
to 0°C
and by full
arrest
of both respiration
and glyco lys is ( see Ling,
1984, p. 90).
7 .4 hours
is
many times
longer
than the Na+ renewal,
the time
for 90"/4 exchange
of cell
Na+ at this
temperature
was only 80 minutes.
Thus in terms of the membrane-pump
theory,
the cell
Na+ would have long
before
reached
the concentration
in the external medium (contrary
to facts)
if the poisons
and chilling
had truly
stopped
the (hypothetical) Na pump.
These
stringent
experimental
con ditions
provided
the basis
for a comparison
to
be made between
the minimal
energy
need of the
Na pump and the maximal
energy
available
as
shown in Table
1.
While I disagree
to varying
degree
with almost all
the statements
Dr. Nagy expressed
here,
I nevertheless
have sympathy
for Dr. Nagy and
other
fundamentally
innocent
scientists
who h ave
been seriously
let down by the leaders
whom Dr.
Nagy and others
have trusted
implicitly.
After
all,
the subject
matter
was not exactly
Dr.
Nagy's
specialty.
Yet my findings
of 1962 and
subsequent
discoveries
might very well have direct
bearings
on Dr. Nagy's
and other ' s work and
interpretations.
As an example
of the type of
information
manipulation
and suppression
don e
again
and again,
I refer
to the " first
of its
II Na Pump"
kind"
review
on the Na pump bearing
as its
title,
by I. M. Glynn and S. J . D.
Karlish
(1975)
from the world
renowned
phy s i o lo g ical
laboratory
o f Cambr i dge University.
Of
a total
of 245 references
c ited
covering
a period
of more than twenty
years,
all
in favor
of the Na
pump, not a sin g le paper
from my laboratory
and
any other
laboratories
which have experimentally
refuted
the Na pump concept
was cited.
This
practice
of citing
only favorable
evidence
and
not citing
unfavorable
ones is against
the ethi cal
rule
of science
and strikes
at the very root
of science
which has no other
purpose
than the
seeking
of the truth .

I . Z. Nagy: The second part
of the paper deals
with the "High
Energy Livin g State"
theory,
proposed by Dr. Ling.
The reader
encounters
a g ain
great
difficulties
when reading
tliiis part
of the
manuscript.
Namely,
the author
claims
in various
places
of the manuscript
that
there
is a cons{ancy of the ratio
of cell
protein,
cell---;;ter,
K and Na¥.
Unfortunately,
this
assumption
is
simply
not true.
A great
number of data show
that during
ontogenesis
and aging there
is a
continuous
dehydration
of the tissues
(and the
total
body) meanwhile
the protein
(and total
dry
mass) content
of the intracellular
space increases
considerably.
Dr. Ling attributes
an
important
role
to the II constancy
" of these
ratios,
but the facts
strongly
contra di ct the validi ty of his ass umpti on . This compromises
even
the valid
elements
of his hypothesis
on the living state,
and renders
again
impossible
an open,
se r ious discussion
on his proposals
. I want to
stress
that
the problem
of interaction
of water
and ions with the macromolec ules is one of the
most important
qu estions
of the actual
cell
biology, an d in this
respect
I am really
open for
any new proposal
or idea or explanation
. However,
such new ideas must be based on soli d
facts
and not on fantasies
which are far from
the biological
reality.

I.Z.
Nagy: Some further
points
must be mentioned
too:
Dr. Ling claims
that, 11 Three remedial postulations
to keep down the energy
have all
been experimentally
disproven".
The reader
of
his paper
cannot
understand,
why some more possibilities
have not been considere
d in this
aspect:
For example,
the rigidization
of the cell
membrane lipid
layer
at 0° C (and the concomi tant
slowing
down of the lateral
diffu sion of
proteins)
may well cause
a very serio u s decrease
of the resting
membrane permeability
for sodium,
and this
may explain
a great
part
of the lower
energy
need for maintaining
the homeostasis
at
s u ch a low temp erature
. This
is only one example,
but it can n ot be the task of the reviewer
to list
all
the possible
mechanisms
and explanations
which are just
omitte d by the author.
I am of the opinion
that
the defects
of the
manuscript
listed
above,
an d similar
ones in
other
publications
of the same author
might have
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Author:
The meaning of the word constancy
used
is that
of common sense
and common usage.
This
constancy
refers
to the underlying
fact
that
a
biological
handbook
can list,
say,
the water
content
of human red blood cells
as 63%, that of
its K+ content,
8.9 x 10- 12 rneq/cell
and that
of
its Na+ content
15 x 10- 12 rneq/cell
(see Ponder,
1948, Table XII iii),
just
as one can normally
describe
human red blood cells
as representing
a
biconcave
disc without
a nucleus
(without
going
into a lengthy
discussion
how it looks before
maturation,
after
senility,
etc.,
etc.)
all
based on the underlying
constancy
in cells
that
are
implicitly
normal and mature.
Indeed
if no
constancy
at all exists
there
would have to be a
table
for each single
red blood cell
and the
world of science
would become a world of chaos.
Additional
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